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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Assessment of Visit- to- Visit Blood Pressure 
Variability in Adults With Optimal Blood 
Pressure: A New Player in the Evaluation of 
Residual Cardiovascular Risk?
Menghui Liu , MD*; Xiaohong Chen, PhD*; Shaozhao Zhang , MD; Junfan Lin, MD; Lichun Wang , PhD; 
Xinxue Liao , PhD; Xiaodong Zhuang , PhD

BACKGROUND: There is a paucity of evidence regarding the association between visit- to- visit blood pressure variability and re-
sidual cardiovascular risk. We aimed to provide relevant evidence by determining whether high systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
variability in the optimal SBP levels still influences the risk of cardiovascular disease.

METHODS AND RESULTS: We studied 7065 participants (aged 59.3±5.6  years; 44.3% men; and 82.9% White) in the ARIC 
(Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities) study with optimal SBP levels from visit 1 to visit 3. Visit- to- visit SBP variability was 
measured by variability independent of the mean in the primary analysis. The primary outcome was the major adverse car-
diovascular event (MACE), defined as the first occurrence of all- cause mortality, coronary heart disease, stroke, and heart 
failure. During a median follow- up of 19.6 years, 2691 participants developed MACEs. After multivariable adjustment, the 
MACE risk was higher by 21% in participants with the highest SBP variability (variability independent of the mean quartile 4) 
compared with the lowest SBP variability participants (variability independent of the mean quartile 1) (hazard ratio, 1.21; 95% 
CI, 1.09– 1.35). The restricted cubic spline showed that the hazard ratio for MACE was relatively linear, with a higher variability 
independent of the mean being associated with higher risk. These association were also found in the stratified analyses of 
participants with or without hypertension.

CONCLUSIONS: In adults with optimal SBP levels, higher visit- to- visit SBP variability was significantly associated with a higher 
risk of MACE regardless of whether they had hypertension. Therefore, it may be necessary to further focus on the visit- to- visit 
SBP variability even at the guideline- recommended optimal blood pressure levels.
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Elevated blood pressure (BP) is a well- recognized 
leading risk factor for cardiovascular events.1,2 BP- 
lowering treatment was considered best practice 

to reduce the risks of cardiovascular events and death, 
irrespective of previous diagnoses of cardiovascular 
disease (CVD), and even at normal or high- normal BP 
values.3,4 Current guidelines recommend treating high 
BP to a systolic BP (SBP) goal <140 mm Hg to achieve 

optimal BP levels.5,6 However, large cohort studies 
have shown persistent residual cardiovascular risk de-
spite BP lowering to the optimal levels.7,8 Of note, BP 
does not remain steady, but instead fluctuates con-
tinually over the short and long term.9 Thus, a single 
measurement or the average of BP might fail to rep-
resent the full spectrum of BP- related cardiovascular 
risk. Historically, BP fluctuations have been perceived 
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as inhibiting accurate BP measurement and as a phe-
nomenon to be overcome by improved monitoring.10 
Recently, ample evidence11– 13 and our previous work14 
both indicated that elevated visit- to- visit BP variability 
could be a new risk factor for CVD. Unfortunately, the 
contribution of visit- to- visit BP variability to the resid-
ual cardiovascular risk remains unknown, which im-
pedes the development of an optimum approach to 
the long- term reduction of CVD events. Therefore, to 
provide evidence regarding the association between 

BP variability and residual cardiovascular risk, we con-
ducted a secondary analysis of data from the ARIC 
(Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities) study15 to deter-
mine whether high SBP variability in the optimal SBP 
levels still influences CVD risk.

METHODS
The data, analytic methods, or study materials will not 
be made available to other researchers for purposes 
of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure. 
The ARIC study’s data and materials are publicly avail-
able to qualified investigators.

Study Populations
The ARIC study is an epidemiological, prospective 
cohort study designed to assess the risk factors for 
atherosclerosis and CVD in the general population. 
Between 1987 and 1989 (visit 1), 15  792 middle- 
aged subjects were recruited in 4 communities in the 
United States: Jackson, Mississippi; Forsyth County, 
North Carolina; northwestern suburbs of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota; and Washington County, Maryland. After 
the baseline examination, subsequent visits were 
conducted in visit 2 (1990– 1992), visit 3 (1993– 1995), 
visit 4 (1996– 1998), and visit 5 (2011– 2013). The study 
continuously followed the participants for cardiovascu-
lar events through examinations of death certificates 
and hospitalization records and telephone interviews, 
and collected information about demographic and 
medical variables through examinations and question-
naires. Details of the study design have been published 
elsewhere.15

This analysis included 7065 participants with opti-
mal SBP levels from visit 1 to visit 3 and without coro-
nary heart disease (CHD), stroke, and heart failure (HF) 
before or at visit 3, excluding those missing data in the 
public- access data sets (n=809); those missing out-
come data (n=675) or information on covariates in the 
regression model (n=323); those who were deemed to 
have CHD, stroke, and HF before or at visit 3 (n=1126); 
and those without optimal SBP levels at visit 1, 2, or 
3 (n=2981) (Figure S1). The institutional review boards 
at all participating institutions approved the ARIC 
study protocol, and all participants provided informed 
consent.

Definition of Optimal SBP Level and 
Hypertension
Technicians obtained 3 seated BP readings of partic-
ipants after a 5- minute rest in a quiet room. The av-
erage of the last 2 measures was used for analysis. 
Based on the BP management from European Society 
of Cardiology/European Society of Hypertension 

CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE

What Is New?
• The present study is the first to report the as-

sociation of visit- to- visit systolic blood pressure 
(SBP) variability and residual cardiovascular risk 
and further emphasize the significance of SBP 
variability.

• In adults with optimal SBP levels, greater visit- 
to- visit SBP variability was significantly as-
sociated with a higher risk of a major adverse 
cardiovascular event. This association remained 
significant for the participants with or without 
hypertension.

What Are the Clinical Implications?
• To optimize clinical and public health strategies 

toward minimizing the cardiovascular burden, it 
may be necessary to further focus on the visit- 
to- visit SBP variability even at the guideline- 
recommended optimal blood pressure levels.

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

ALLHAT Antihypertensive and Lipid- 
Lowering Treatment to Prevent 
Heart Attack Trial

ARIC Atherosclerosis Risk in 
Communities

ARV average real variability
ASCOT- BPLA Anglo- Scandinavian Cardiac 

Outcomes Trial Blood Pressure 
Lowering Arm

CARDIA Coronary Artery Risk 
Development in Young Adults

CV coefficient of variation
MACE major adverse cardiovascular 

event
SBP systolic blood pressure
VIM variability independent of the 

mean
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guideline,5 optimal SBP level was defined as 90 mm 
Hg≤SBP<140 mm Hg. Hypertension was defined as 
SBP≥140 mm Hg, diastolic BP ≥90 mm Hg, or use of 
antihypertensive medication.

Assessment of Visit- to- Visit SBP 
Variability
Visit- to- visit SBP variability was calculated using the 
measured SBP across the first 3 visits and assessed 
using 4 indices: (1) SD, (2) coefficient of variation (CV), 
(3) average real variability (ARV), and (4) variability inde-
pendent of the mean (VIM). The formulas of each SBP 
variability are shown in Figure S2. The mean SBP level 
was calculated across the first 3 visits for each partici-
pant. In the Pearson correlation, VIM had a strong cor-
relation with SD, CV, and ARV (Pearson r=0.878– 0.999) 
but was poorly correlated with mean SBP (Pearson 
r=0.021) (Table S1). Therefore, VIM was used to meas-
ure visit- to- visit SBP variability in the primary analysis 
aimed to distinguish the impact of SBP variability from 
that of mean SBP on outcomes. The SD, CV, and ARV 
were used only in the sensitivity analyses.

Outcome Ascertainment
The primary outcome was the incidence of major ad-
verse cardiovascular event (MACE, composite of 4 
outcomes), defined as the first occurrence of all- cause 
mortality, CHD, stroke, and HF. Secondary outcomes 
were the 4 individual components of the primary 
outcome.

In the ARIC study, the ascertainment of deaths and 
methods of assessing incident CHD, stroke, and HF 
have been published elsewhere.16– 19 All- cause mortal-
ity was ascertained by reviewing death certificates and 
hospital discharge records, supplemented by infor-
mant interviews or physician questionnaires for out- of- 
hospital deaths.16 Incident CHD events included fatal 
CHD, definite or probable myocardial infarction, and 
silent myocardial infarction (as determined by ECG).17 
The physician reviewers obtained hospital records 
for possible stroke- related hospitalizations and col-
lected information on fatal stroke through linkage with 
the National Death Index. Definite or probable stroke 
events were identified by a computer algorithm and 
adjudicated by physician reviewers.19 The ARIC study 
defined incident hospitalized HF by diagnostic code 
from hospital discharges until 200518 and by additional 
adjudication by an expert panel after 2005.16

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using Stata ver-
sion 14 (StataCorp, College Station, TX). After calculat-
ing SBP variability for each participant, we categorized 
SBP variability into quartiles on the basis of the sample 

distribution. Clinical characteristics at visit 3 are pre-
sented as the mean (SD) for continuous variables and 
as number (%) for categorical variables. To determine 
the differences among the 4 groups, we used the 1- 
way ANOVA test or the Kruskal- Wallis test for con-
tinuous values and the chi- square test for categorical 
variables.

Cumulative incidences were estimated for MACEs 
and 4 secondary outcomes in 4 groups categorized by 
the quartiles of SBP variability using the Kaplan- Meier 
method. The multivariable- adjusted Cox proportional 
hazards models with robust standard errors were used 
to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% CIs for the 
associations of SBP variability (assessed by VIM) on 
MACE and 4 secondary outcomes, adjusted for the 
following covariates: Model 1 included age, sex, and 
race at visit 3; model 2 included the variables in model 
1 plus education level, body mass index, smoking 
status, drinking status, total cholesterol, high- density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, and use 
of aspirin and statins at visit 3; model 3 included the 
variables in model 2 plus prevalent hypertension, use 
of antihypertensive drugs, diastolic BP at visit 3, and 
trend and mean of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. Each 
participant’s trend was calculated as the slope of 
the linear regression of SBP measures by the first 3 
visits,20 and each participant’s mean SBP level was 
calculated across the first 3 visits. To assess the con-
tinuous association between SBP variability (assessed 
by VIM) and MACEs, we conducted a restricted cubic 
spline with 3 knots and presented it graphically along 
with the best- fitted straight line. The associations be-
tween SBP variability (assessed by SD, CV, and ARV) 
and outcomes were also estimated by multivariable- 
adjusted Cox models and restricted cubic spline in the 
sensitivity analyses. To determine whether the asso-
ciation between SBP variability and MACEs varies for 
the participants with or without hypertension in opti-
mal SBP levels, we performed a stratified analysis of 
hypertension and assessed the interaction between 
hypertension and SBP variability. An interaction term 
between hypertension and SBP variability was individ-
ually added to the adjusted Cox model 3, and the P 
values for these associations were calculated. All the 
tests were 2- sided, with P<0.05 considered significant.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics of Study 
Population
Among the 7065 participants included in the present 
study, the mean age (SD) was 59.3 (5.6) years at visit 
3, 44.3% were men, 82.9% were White, and 24.3% 
had hypertension, as seen in Table 1. Compared with 
the lower VIM of SBP, the participants with the highest 
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quartile of VIM (quartile 4) were more likely to be fe-
male, Black, current smokers, and never drinkers and 
to have hypertension and a high SBP level.

Association Between SBP Variability 
Measured by VIM and Cardiovascular 
Outcomes in Optimal SBP Levels
During a median follow- up of 19.6 years, 2691 par-
ticipants developed MACEs: 1973 deaths, 888 HF, 
670 CHD, and 388 stroke events. From the first to 
fourth quartiles of VIM, the cumulative incidences 
(95% CIs) for MACE increased progressively, from 
38.8% (35.9%– 41.8%) to 41.9% (37.6%– 46.5%) to 
41.3% (38.8%– 43.9%) and to 45.6% (42.7%– 48.7%) 

(Table 2). In the multivariable- adjusted model with ro-
bust standard errors, the HRs (95% CIs) for MACEs 
comparing the second through fourth quartiles (VIM 
quartile 2– 4) to the first quartile (VIM quartile 1) were 
1.05 (0.94– 1.17), 1.12 (1.00– 1.24), and 1.21 (1.08– 
1.35), respectively (P for trend<0.001) (Table  2). In 
the analyses for secondary outcomes, participants 
with the highest SBP variability (VIM quartile 4) were 
associated with a 26% higher risk of all- cause mor-
tality (HR, 1.26; 95% CI, 1.11– 1.44) and a 28% higher 
risk of HF (HR, 1.28; 95% CI, 1.06– 1.55) but not with 
the risk of CHD (HR, 1.11; 95% CI, 0.90– 1.37) and 
stroke (HR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.75– 1.34), compared with 
the lowest SBP variability participants (VIM quartile 
1) (Table S2).

Table 1. Clinical Characteristics at Visit 3 of Each Group Categorized by the VIM of SBP

Clinical characteristics
Total
(n=7065)

VIM quartile 1
(n=1766)

VIM quartile 2
(n=1767)

VIM quartile 3
(n=1766)

VIM quartile 4
(n=1766) P value

Age, y 59.3 (5.6) 59.1 (5.6) 59.3 (5.4) 59.2 (5.7) 59.5 (5.5) 0.137

Sex <0.001

Men 3129 (44.3) 873 (49.4) 816 (46.2) 755 (42.8) 685 (38.8)

Women 3936 (55.7) 893 (50.6) 951 (53.8) 1011 (57.2) 1081 (61.2)

Race 0.001

Black 1207 (17.1) 272 (15.4) 276 (15.6) 307 (17.4) 352 (19.9)

White 5858 (82.9) 1494 (84.6) 1491 (84.4) 1459 (82.6) 1414 (80.1)

Body mass index, kg/m2 27.9 (5.1) 28.0 (5.1) 27.7 (4.9) 27.9 (5.1) 28.1 (5.4) 0.181

SBP, mm Hg 117.2 (11.4) 115.3 (11.0) 115.9 (10.9) 117.6 (11.1) 120.2 (11.4) <0.001

Diastolic BP, mm Hg 69.9 (8.7) 69.6 (8.5) 69.3 (8.5) 70.0 (8.9) 70.5 (8.9) <0.001

Total cholesterol, mmol/L 5.4 (1.0) 5.4 (0.9) 5.3 (1.0) 5.4 (1.0) 5.4 (1.0) 0.893

HDL- C, mmol/L 1.4 (0.5) 1.3 (0.4) 1.4 (0.5) 1.4 (0.5) 1.4 (0.5) <0.001

LDL- C, mmol/L 3.3 (0.9) 3.3 (0.9) 3.3 (0.9) 3.3 (0.9) 3.2 (0.9) 0.158

Triglyceride, mmol/L 1.6 (0.9) 1.6 (0.9) 1.6 (0.9) 1.6 (1.0) 1.6 (0.9) 0.969

Diabetes 794 (11.2) 207 (11.7) 196 (11.1) 189 (10.7) 202 (11.4) 0.794

Hypertension, n (%) 1718 (24.3) 391 (22.1) 376 (21.3) 418 (23.7) 533 (30.2) <0.001

Atrial fibrillation 17 (0.2) 3 (0.2) 3 (0.2) 5 (0.3) 6 (0.3) 0.659

Education level 0.019

Basic or 0 y 1138 (16.1) 263 (14.9) 262 (17.3) 306 (17.3) 307 (17.4)

Intermediate 3005 (42.5) 774 (43.8) 733 (41.5) 723 (40.9) 775 (43.9)

Advanced 2922 (41.4) 729 (41.3) 772 (43.7) 737 (41.7) 684 (38.7)

Smoking 0.034

Current smoker 1237 (17.5) 279 (15.8) 290 (16.4) 318 (18.0) 350 (19.8)

Former smoker 2878 (40.7) 738 (41.8) 742 (42.0) 694 (39.3) 704 (39.9)

Never smoker 2950 (41.8) 749 (42.4) 735 (41.6) 754 (42.7) 712 (40.3)

Drinking 0.006

Current drinker 3985 (56.4) 1065 (60.3) 1001 (56.6) 957 (54.2) 962 (54.5)

Former drinker 1441 (20.4) 316 (17.9) 362 (20.5) 382 (21.6) 381 (21.6)

Never drinker 1639 (23.3) 385 (21.8) 404 (22.9) 427 (24.2) 423 (24.0)

Antihypertensive 1664 (23.6) 376 (21.3) 367 (20.8) 403 (22.8) 518 (29.3) <0.001

Aspirin 3566 (50.5) 854 (48.4) 889 (50.3) 895 (50.7) 928 (52.5) 0.100

Statin 301 (4.3) 70 (4.0) 76 (4.3) 72 (4.1) 83 (4.7) 0.713

Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD), and categorical variables are presented as percentage. HDL- C indicates high density lipoprotein 
cholesterol; LDL- C, low density lipoprotein cholesterol; SBP, systolic blood pressure; and VIM, variability independent of the mean.
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In the multivariable- adjusted model that mea-
sured SBP variability (VIM) as a continuous rather 
than a categorical variable, an increase of 3.73 in VIM 
(corresponding to 1 SD) was also associated with a 
higher risk of a MACE (HR, 1.06; 95% CI, 1.02– 1.10) 
(Table S3). The restricted cubic spline was conducted 
to assess the fully adjusted continuous association be-
tween SBP variability (VIM) and the risk of a MACE, 
with the 25th percentile of sample set as the reference 
point. As expected, the HR for MACEs was relatively 
linear, with a higher VIM being associated with higher 
risk (Figure 1).

Sensitivity Analyses for SBP Variability 
Measured by SD, CV, or ARV
We performed the sensitivity analyses to determine the 
association between SBP variability assessed by SD, 
CV, or ARV and the risk of MACEs. In the 4 groups 
categorized by the quartiles of SD, CV, or ARV, the 
cumulative incidences for MACEs also increased pro-
gressively from the first to fourth quartiles (Table S4). 
Consistent with the results of the primary analysis, 
both the multivariable- adjusted analyses (Table  S4) 
and restricted cubic splines (Figure  S3) revealed the 
robust association between SBP variability and the risk 
of MACEs in optimal SBP levels.

Stratified Analyses of Participants With or 
Without Hypertension
Stratified analyses were conducted to evaluate the ef-
fects of hypertension on the association between SBP 
variability and incident MACE in participants with op-
timal SBP levels. Compared with the lowest SBP vari-
ability participants (VIM quartile 1), participants with the 
highest SBP variability (VIM quartile 4) were still associ-
ated with the higher risk of MACEs in those with hyper-
tension (HR, 1.24; 95% CI, 1.02– 1.50) or normotension 
(HR, 1.17; 95% CI, 1.02– 1.34), with a negative inter-
action (P for interaction=0.558) (Figure  2). Therefore, 
the association between SBP variability and incident 

MACEs was similar in the participants with and without 
hypertension.

DISCUSSION
In this prospective community- based cohort study, 
including 7065 participants with optimal SBP levels, 
we found that greater visit- to- visit SBP variability was 
significantly associated with a higher risk of MACEs in-
dependent of mean SBP and traditional cardiovascular 
risk factors after a median follow- up of almost 20 years. 

Table 2. Risk of MACEs Associated With SBP Variability Measured by VIM in Participants With Optimal SBP Levels

SBP variability
No. of events/
Total No.

Cumulative incidence
% (95% CI)

Model 1
HR (95% CI)

Model 2
HR (95% CI)

Model 3
HR (95% CI)

VIM quartile 1 627/1766 38.8 (35.9– 41.8) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)

VIM quartile 2 646/1767 41.9 (37.6– 46.5) 1.05 (0.94– 1.17) 1.04 (0.93– 1.16) 1.05 (0.94– 1.17)

VIM quartile 3 683/1766 41.3 (38.8– 43.9) 1.11 (1.00– 1.24) 1.10 (0.99– 1.22) 1.11 (1.00– 1.24)

VIM quartile 4 735/1766 45.6 (42.7– 48.7) 1.23 (1.10– 1.37) 1.19 (1.07– 1.32) 1.21 (1.08– 1.35)

P for trend … <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001

MACE was defined as the first occurrence of all- cause mortality, coronary heart disease, stroke, and heart failure. HR indicates hazard ratio; MACE, major 
adverse cardiovascular event; SBP, systolic blood pressure; and VIM, variability independent of the mean.

Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, and race at visit 3; model 2: adjusted for model 1 + education level, body mass index, smoking status, drinking status, 
total cholesterol, high- density lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, and use of aspirin and statins at visit 3; model 3: adjusted for model 2 + prevalent 
hypertension, use of antihypertensive drugs, diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, and trend and mean of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3.

Figure 1. Multivariable- adjusted HRs of MACE according 
to visit- to- visit SBP variability measured by VIM in adults 
with optimal SBP levels.
The HRs (orange- red solid line) and 95% CIs (orange- red 
dotted lines) are derived from the Cox model 3 that adjusted 
for age, sex, race, education level, body mass index, smoking 
status, alcohol use status, total cholesterol, high- density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and 
statins, prevalent hypertension, use of antihypertensive drugs, 
diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, and trend and mean of 
SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. SBP variability was centered at the 
25th percentile of the sample (VIM=3.99) and modeled using 
a restricted cubic spline with knots at the 5th, 50th, and 95th 
percentiles. Histograms represent the frequency distribution of 
SBP variability (VIM). HR indicates hazard ratio; MACE, major 
adverse cardiovascular event; SBP, systolic blood pressure; and 
VIM, variability independent of the mean.
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Furthermore, this association remained significant for 
the participants with or without hypertension. These 
findings suggest that, for the adults with optimal SBP 
levels, higher visit- to- visit SBP variability over a period 
of several years is potentially a novel risk factor of resid-
ual cardiovascular events. Therefore, lowering visit- to- 
visit SBP variability might still provide additional benefit 
in terms of reducing residual cardiovascular risk even 
at the guideline- recommended optimal SBP levels.

As evidence is firm on the benefits of BP manage-
ment, current guidelines suggest clear- cut target BP 
levels helping clinicians easily manage hypertension in 
clinical practice.5 However, the residual cardiovascular 
risk for the patients with effective BP management is 
still worthy of note. Several prior cohort studies, includ-
ing the Framingham Offspring Cohort, UK Biobank co-
hort, and Korean National Health Insurance Service 
cohort, have demonstrated that individuals with con-
trolled hypertension showed a markedly higher risk of 
adverse outcomes than people with normotension.7,8 
These findings have shown persistent residual cardio-
vascular risk despite aggressive BP lowering, leading 
to efforts to identify determinants of residual cardio-
vascular risk. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first study to evaluate the association between SBP 
variability and residual cardiovascular risk. Our results 
suggest that visit- to- visit SBP variability may provide 

incremental value to evaluate BP- related residual car-
diovascular risk. Therefore, long- term BP monitoring 
and attention to the cumulative effect of BP fluctua-
tions may be necessary to robustly assess certain pa-
tients with optimal BP levels for their risk of adverse 
cardiovascular outcomes.

In recent years, BP variability has been recognized 
as a powerful risk factor in its own right.21 Two sec-
ondary analyses of the CARDIA (Coronary Artery Risk 
Development in Young Adults) study indicated that 
greater visit- to- visit BP variability was associated with 
adverse alterations in cardiac structure22 and higher 
CVD risk23 in young adults aged 18 to 30 years. For 
middle- aged people, the association between BP 
variability and CVD risk was still observed in a large 
cohort of 3 285 684 US veterans12 and a high- quality 
meta- analysis including 19 observational cohort stud-
ies and 17 clinical trial cohorts.11 According to these 
findings, higher BP variability is undoubtedly a novel 
risk factor for cardiovascular events. However, what 
is confusing is whether BP variability still matters for 
patients with effective BP management. Our results 
confirm and strengthen the importance of long- term 
SBP variability for health- related outcomes from the 
perspective of residual cardiovascular risk. What the 
present study emphasizes is that it is still necessary 
to focus on visit- to- visit BP variability for patients with 

Figure 2. Association between visit- to- visit SBP variability measured by VIM and MACE in adults 
with optimal SBP levels and with or without hypertension.
The HRs and 95% CIs were obtained from Cox proportional hazard regression models adjusted for age, 
sex, race, education level, body mass index, smoking status, alcohol use status, total cholesterol, high- 
density lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and statins, use of antihypertensive 
drugs, diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, and trend and mean of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. P for interaction 
between hypertension and SBP variability (VIM) from the fully adjusted model is also displayed. HR 
indicates hazard ratio; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular event; Q, quartile; SBP, systolic blood 
pressure; and VIM, variability independent of the mean.
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effective BP management, although they may be 
considered to have optimal BP levels. Lowering BP 
variability might contribute to further improving car-
diovascular health for adults with optimal BP levels. 
Such information is potentially crucial for optimizing 
clinical and public health strategies toward minimizing 
the burden of CVD.

A large meta- analysis including 389 studies has 
suggested that drug- class effects on visit- to- visit BP 
variability can account for differences in effects of anti-
hypertensive drugs on the risk of stroke, independently 
of changes in mean BP level.24 Therefore, developing 
clinical strategies for simultaneously lowering BP and 
BP variability might be essential for long- term BP man-
agement. In the ASCOT- BPLA (Anglo- Scandinavian 
Cardiac Outcomes Trial Blood Pressure Lowering Arm), 
including 19 257 patients with hypertension and other 
vascular risk factors, the visit- to- visit SBP variability 
was lower in the amlodipine group than in the atenolol 
group.25 The lower SBP variability was also found in 
participants who received amlodipine compared with 
those who received chlorthalidone or lisinopril among 
24 004 participants from the ALLHAT (Antihypertensive 
and Lipid- Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack 
Trial).26 Some systematic reviews also suggested that 
compared with other classes of antihypertensive med-
ication (eg, angiotensin receptor blockers, angiotensin- 
converting enzyme inhibitors, non– loop diuretic drugs 
and β blockers), calcium channel blockers have a 
stronger effect in reducing visit- to- visit SBP variabil-
ity.24,27 Our study emphasized residual cardiovascular 
risk associated with high SBP variability. Therefore, 
future research is needed to determine whether the 
calcium channel blockers can reduce residual cardio-
vascular risk by controlling BP variability. The potential 
for lowering SBP variability with existing and emerging 
therapeutic agents holds promise for reducing residual 
cardiovascular risk in adults with optimal BP levels.

Strengths of this study include the large community- 
based cohort with a long follow- up of almost 20 years 
and the assessment of visit- to- visit SBP variability 
based on 3 equally spaced medical measurements. 
Furthermore, our study included the participants who 
had optimal BP levels from visit 1 to visit 3, not just one 
BP value.

The current study has several limitations. First, the 
use, classification, and drug dose of antihypertensive 
medication and the adherence to antihypertensive 
therapy might be associated with SBP variability. In this 
study, it is difficult to evaluate the effects of these asso-
ciations on results because of a lack of relevant data. 
However, our results remained consistent even among 
a subset of participants with normotension who never 
used antihypertensive medications. Second, there is no 
consensus on a standard approach to assessing visit- 
to- visit BP variability.28 In the current study, we used 4 

indices to assess SBP variability and found consistent 
results. Third, although various common confounding 
factors had been adjusted in Cox proportional hazards 
models, the effects of residual measured or unmea-
sured confounders on our results might not be ruled 
out. Thus, the interpretation of the findings should be 
cautious. Fourth, although this study included a bira-
cial cohort, it is unclear if the associations between 
SBP variability and BP- related residual cardiovascular 
risk can be extrapolated to Asian, Hispanic, or other 
racial and ethnic groups. Fifth, because of the analysis 
of observational data, the findings are unable to estab-
lish a causality but are merely hypotheses generating. 
Therefore, further research is warranted to determine 
if lowering visit- to- visit BP variability would ensure 
greater benefits in adults with optimal BP levels.

CONCLUSIONS
In adults with optimal SBP levels, higher visit- to- visit 
SBP variability was significantly associated with a 
higher risk of MACEs independent of mean SBP and 
traditional cardiovascular risk factors regardless of 
whether they had hypertension. Therefore, to optimize 
clinical and public health strategies toward minimiz-
ing the burden of CVD, it may be necessary to further 
focus on the visit- to- visit SBP variability even at the 
guideline- recommended optimal BP levels.
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Table S1. Correlations among four SBP variabilities and mean SBP. 

Variables Mean SBP SDSBP CVSBP ARVSBP VIMSBP 

Mean SBP 1 ━ ━ ━ ━ 

SDSBP 0.114* 1 ━ ━ ━ 

CVSBP -0.012 0.990* 1 ━ ━ 

ARVSBP 0.114* 0.885* 0.873* 1 ━ 

VIMSBP 0.021 0.994* 0.999* 0.878* 1 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients are shown. * indicates the correlation between different 

variables. SBP variabilities were determined based on 3 clinic blood pressure measurements 

from visit 1 to visit 3. SBP: systolic blood pressure; SD: standard deviation; CV: coefficient of 

variation; ARV: average real variability; VIM: variability independent of the mean. 



Table S2. Risk of secondary outcomes associated with SBP variability measured by VIM in participants with optimal SBP 

levels. 

SBP Variability 
No. of Events 

/Total No. 

Cumulative Incidence 

% (95% CI) 

Model 1 

HR (95% CI) 

Model 2 

HR (95% CI) 

Model 3 

HR (95% CI) 

All-cause mortality 

VIM Q1 437/1766 29.7 (26.3-33.4) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

VIM Q2 477/1767 33.0 (28.9-37.6) 1.12 (0.98-1.27) 1.10 (0.97-1.26) 1.11 (0.98-1.27) 

VIM Q3 511/1766 32.0 (29.5-34.7) 1.19 (1.05-1.35) 1.18 (1.04-1.33) 1.19 (1.05-1.35) 

VIM Q4 548/1766 35.5 (32.6-38.6) 1.30 (1.15-1.48) 1.24 (1.09-1.41) 1.26 (1.11-1.44) 

P for trend ━ < 0.001 < 0.001 0.001 0.001 

Coronary heart disease 

VIM Q1 178/1766 12.6 (10.1-15.6) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

VIM Q2 148/1767 9.8 (8.3-11.5) 0.86 (0.69-1.07) 0.84 (0.68-1.05) 0.84 (0.68-1.05) 

VIM Q3 158/1766 10.6 (9.1-12.4) 0.93 (0.75-1.16) 0.92 (0.74-1.14) 0.93 (0.75-1.15) 

VIM Q4 186/1766 13.8 (11.8-16.1) 1.14 (0.93-1.40) 1.13 (0.92-1.39) 1.11 (0.90-1.37) 

P for trend ━ 0.340 0.178 0.214 0.287 

Stroke 

VIM Q1 97/1766 7.2 (5.8-8.9) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

VIM Q2 99/1767 6.6 (5.4-8.0) 1.05 (0.79-1.38) 1.05 (0.79-1.40) 1.07 (0.80-1.42) 

VIM Q3 99/1766 6.8 (5.5-8.3) 1.04 (0.79-1.38) 1.05 (0.79-1.39) 1.07 (0.81-1.43) 

VIM Q4 93/1766 6.7 (5.4-8.2) 0.98 (0.74-1.31) 0.97 (0.73-1.30) 1.00 (0.75-1.34) 

P for trend ━ 0.956 0.908 0.865 0.966 

Heart failure 

VIM Q1 204/1766 14.6 (12.5-16.9) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

VIM Q2 208/1767 14.5 (12.6-16.7) 1.02 (0.84-1.24) 1.02 (0.84-1.24) 1.04 (0.86-1.27) 

VIM Q3 215/1766 15.0 (13.0-17.3) 1.05 (0.86-1.27) 1.07 (0.88-1.30) 1.10 (0.90-1.33) 

VIM Q4 261/1766 19.1 (16.8-21.7) 1.30 (1.08-1.56) 1.26 (1.05-1.52) 1.28 (1.06-1.55) 

P for trend ━ 0.001 0.006 0.011 0.009 

VIM: variability independent of the mean; SBP: systolic blood pressure; HR: hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval. 

Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, race at visit 3; 

Model 2: adjusted for model 1 + education level, body mass index; smoking status, drinking status, total cholesterol, high-

density lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and statin at visit 3; 

Model 3: adjusted for model 2 + prevalent hypertension; use of antihypertensive drugs; diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, 

trend and mean of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. 



Table S3. Risk of cardiovascular outcomes associated with SBP variability (VIM) as a continuous variable (per 1_SD = 3.73) in 

participants with optimal SBP levels. 

Outcomes No. of Events (%) 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value 

MACE 2691 (38.1) 1.08 (1.04-1.12) < 0.001 1.06 (1.02-1.10) 0.002 1.06 (1.02-1.10) 0.002 

Secondary outcomes 

All-cause mortality 1973 (27.9) 1.10 (1.05-1.14) < 0.001 1.07 (1.03-1.12) 0.001 1.08 (1.03-1.13) 0.001 

Coronary heart disease 670 (9.5) 1.06 (0.99-1.14) 0.113 1.06 (0.98-1.14) 0.143 1.05 (0.97-1.13) 0.243 

Stroke 388 (5.5) 0.98 (0.88-1.08) 0.675 0.97 (0.88-1.08) 0.585 0.98 (0.89-1.08) 0.693 

Heart failure 888 (12.6) 1.10 (1.03-1.18) 0.003 1.09 (1.02-1.16) 0.009 1.09 (1.02-1.16) 0.010 

VIM: variability independent of the mean; SBP: systolic blood pressure; SD: standard deviation; HR: hazard ratio; CI: confidence 

interval; MACE: major adverse cardiovascular event. 

MACE was defined as the first occurrence of all-cause mortality, coronary heart disease, stroke, and heart failure. 

Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, race at visit 3; 

Model 2: adjusted for model 1 + education level, body mass index; smoking status, drinking status, total cholesterol, high-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and statin at visit 3; 

Model 3: adjusted for model 2 + prevalent hypertension; use of antihypertensive drugs; diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, trend and mean 

of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. 



Table S4. Risk of MACE associated with SBP variability (SD, CV, or ARV) in participants with optimal SBP levels. 

SBP Variability 
No. of Events 

/Total No. 

Cumulative Incidence 

% (95% CI) 

Model 1 

HR (95% CI) 

Model 2 

HR (95% CI) 

Model 3 

HR (95% CI) 

Standard deviation (SD) 

SD Q1 627/1778 39.9 (36.0-44.0) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

SD Q2 633/1794 38.4 (35.8-41.1) 1.01 (0.91-1.13) 1.01 (0.90-1.13) 1.02 (0.91-1.14) 

SD Q3 693/1762 43.0 (40.1-45.9) 1.13 (1.02-1.26) 1.11 (1.00-1.24) 1.11 (1.00-1.24) 

SD Q4 738/1731 46.1 (43.4-48.9) 1.26 (1.13-1.40) 1.20 (1.08-1.34) 1.19 (1.07-1.33) 

P for trend ━ < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.001 

Coefficient of variation (CV) 

CV Q1 632/1765 39.2 (36.2-42.2) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

CV Q2 646/1763 42.0 (37.6-46.7) 1.04 (0.93-1.16) 1.03 (0.92-1.15) 1.04 (0.94-1.17) 

CV Q3 687/1771 41.4 (38.9-44.0) 1.10 (0.99-1.23) 1.09 (0.98-1.21) 1.11 (0.99-1.23) 

CV Q4 726/1766 45.2 (42.3-48.2) 1.21 (1.09-1.34) 1.18 (1.06-1.31) 1.21 (1.08-1.35) 

P for trend ━ < 0.001 < 0.001 0.002 < 0.001 

Average real variability (ARV) 

ARV Q1 559/1527 40.1 (37.0-43.4) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

ARV Q2 667/1961 38.2 (34.5-42.2) 0.91 (0.81-1.02) 0.92 (0.82-1.03) 0.91 (0.82-1.02) 

ARV Q3 695/1781 43.1 (40.2-46.1) 1.08 (0.96-1.20) 1.07 (0.96-1.19) 1.06 (0.94-1.18) 

ARV Q4 770/1796 46.1 (43.5-48.8) 1.19 (1.06-1.32) 1.16 (1.04-1.29) 1.14 (1.02-1.27) 

P for trend ━ < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.001 

MACE: major adverse cardiovascular event; SBP: systolic blood pressure; HR: hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval. 

MACE was defined as the first occurrence of all-cause mortality, coronary heart disease, stroke, and heart failure. 

Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, race at visit 3; 

Model 2: adjusted for model 1 + education level, body mass index; smoking status, drinking status, total cholesterol, high-

density lipoprotein cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and statin at visit 3; 

Model 3: adjusted for model 2 + prevalent hypertension; use of antihypertensive drugs; diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, 

trend and mean of SBP from visit 1 to visit 3. 



Figure S1. Study flowchart with detailed exclusion information. 

SBP: systolic blood pressure; BMI: body mass index; CHD: coronary heart disease; HF: 

heart failure. 



SBP: systolic blood pressure; SD: standard deviation; CV: coefficient of variation; ARV: 

average real variability; VIM: variability independent of the mean; Mean SBP level was 

calculated across the first 3 visits for each participant; 𝑖 = 1,  2 and 3 denote the 

measurements of visit 1, 2 and 3; 𝜌  is the regression coefficient on the basis of 

regressing the natural logarithm of SD on the natural logarithm of the mean SBP. 

Figure S2. The calculating formula of SD, CV, ARV and VIM. 



Figure S3. Multivariable-adjusted HRs of MACE according to visit-to-visit SBP 

variability measured by SD, CV, and ARV in adults with optimal SBP levels. 

The HRs (orange-red solid line) and 95% CIs (orange-red dotted lines) are derived from 

the Cox Model 3 that adjusted for age, sex, race, education level, body mass index, 

smoking status, alcohol use status, total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein 

cholesterol, prevalent diabetes, use of aspirin and statin, prevalent hypertension, use of 

antihypertensive drugs, diastolic blood pressure at visit 3, trend and mean of SBP from 

visit 1 to visit 3. SBP variability was centred at the 25th percentile of sample and 

modelled using a restricted cubic spline with knots at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles. 

Histograms represent the frequency distribution of SBP variability. 

HR: hazard ratio; MACE: major adverse cardiovascular event; SBP: systolic blood 



pressure; SD: standard deviation; CV: coefficient of variation; ARV: average real 

variability; CI: confidence interval. 




